
Time for English “Activity” “5/1”       (A)     Nam e:………………………… 
 

1) Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:                (…………/5) 
 

1) easy - string - cute - hard                         (…………………..) 
2) sing - build - cycle - bicycle                    (…………………..) 
3) moose - zoo - rooster - kangaroo             (…………………..) 
4) yard - corn - barn - home                         (…………………..) 
5) shout - cloud - brown - gown                   (…………………..) 
 
2) Choose the right answer:                                                              (…………/5) 
1) (Does - Are - Do - Were) you want to play again?         
2) Which puppet is the (cute - bigger - cutest - scary), Sokkara?    
3) Thanks, I (makes - making - made - doing) that kite myself.    
4) The butterfly won’t (hurting - liked - hurt - hurts) you.   
5) The moose stood on one (feet - legs - foot - arms) 
 

3) Fill in the gabs with these words:                                             (…………/4) 
 

         (back - than - has - had - marine) 
 

Yesterday, I went with my family to the aquarium. We saw many…………… 
animals. I liked the whale it is the biggest marine animal. The crab is the 
smallest. The whale isn’t faster …………… the dolphin. The octopus…………. 
eight legs; it is bigger than the eel. I ate sandwiches and popcorn. My sister drank 
orange juice. We went ……………..home at seven o’clock. 
 

4) Look at the pictures and write a questions and its answer:      (…………/4) 

                                                                                           
………………………………………….?          ………………………………………..? 
………………………………………….            …………………………………………. 
 
5) Punctuate the following:                                                                                  (…………/2) 
 
    do you like going to giza zoo 
 
 
 
 



Time for English “Activity” “5/1”       (B)     Nam e:………………………… 
 

1) Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:                (…………/5) 
 

1) mind - great - smart - hard                                (…………………..) 
2) worry - hurt - dark - blow                                 (…………………..) 
3) mouth - mouse - make - model                         (…………………..) 
4) show - sing - string - took                                 (…………………..) 
5) noodle - snorkel - poodle - rooster                   (…………………..) 
 
2) Choose the right answer:                                                              (…………/5) 
1) (Does - Are - Do - Were) Ali want to take a nap?         
2) Which animal is (big - bigger - cutest - biggest) the whale or the eel?    
3) The next time we’ll (won - winning - win - won’t) the game.    
4) Grandpa (grow - grows - growing - lives) peas in the farm.   
5) It (rain - run - rained - runs) yesterday and the sky was dark.  
 

3) Fill in the gabs with these words:                                             (…………/4) 
 

         (cute - faster - there - scary - than) 
 

Last Sunday I went with my school to the zoo. We went ………… by our school 
bus. We saw many animals; the lions, the cheetahs, the elephants, the giraffes. 
The giraffes are the tallest animals in the zoo. The elephants are the biggest. The 
tortoises are the slowest, but they are ………... The lions are the strongest, but 
they are …………….. The cheetahs are ……………. than the lions. 
 

4) Look at the pictures and write a questions and its answer:      (…………/4) 

                                                                                                                  
………………………………………….?          ………………………………………..? 
………………………………………….            …………………………………………. 
 
5) Punctuate the following:                                                                                  (…………/2) 
 
     i ll show you how to make the kite, noha 
 
 
 
 
 



Time for English “Activity” “5/2”       (A)     Nam e:………………………… 
 

1) Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:                (…………/5) 
 

1) dark - great - sing - hard                                    (…………………..) 
2) cycle - hurt - smart - blow                                 (…………………..) 
3) monkey - mouse - make - paper                        (…………………..) 
4) get - build - string - skate                                   (…………………..) 
5) broom - shut - spoon - rooster                           (…………………..) 
 
2) Choose the right answer:                                                              (…………/5) 
1) Does Salma want to (listened - listening - listens - listen) to music? 
2) Hatem and Mona (like - likes - liking - lakes) to snorkel.    
3) “Please don’t (shut - shout - shouting - shutting), little girl,” said the father.    
4) Kareem’ll ( goes - went - going - go) sailing tomorrow.  
5) It (rain - run - rained - runs) yesterday and the sky was dark.  
 

3) Fill in the gabs with these words:                                             (…………/4) 
 

         (cute - faster - there - scary - than) 
 

Last Sunday I went with my school to the zoo. We went ………… by our school 
bus. We saw many animals; the lions, the cheetahs, the elephants, the giraffes. 
The giraffes are the tallest animals in the zoo. The elephants are the biggest. The 
tortoises are the slowest, but they are ………... The lions are the strongest, but 
they are …………….. The cheetahs are ……………. than the lions. 
 

4) Look at the pictures and write a questions and its answer:      (…………/4) 

                                                                                                                  
………………………………………….?          ………………………………………..? 
………………………………………….            …………………………………………. 
 
5) Punctuate the following:                                                                                  (…………/2) 
 
  last thursday,  nada sat and read a book  
 
 
 
 
 



Time for English “Activity” “5/2”       (B)     Nam e:………………………… 
 

1) Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:                (…………/5) 
 

1) cute - hard - string - dark                                     (…………………..) 
2) worry - easy - hurt - win                                      (…………………..) 
3) moon - cook - moose - wood                               (…………………..) 
4) grow - build - grass - make                                  (…………………..) 
5) yard - fork - zoo - farm                                        (…………………..) 
 
2) Choose the right answer:                                                              (…………/5) 
1) (Do - Does - Are - Was) Tamer want to play ping-pong? 
2) Next time, we’ll (wins - winning - won - win) the game.    
3) The dog stood on one (feet - legs - foot - arms).    
4) Salma likes to (reads - read - reading - riding) comic books.   
5) Kareem (don’t - isn’t - doesn’t - aren’t) like to snorkel.    
 

3) Fill in the gabs with these words:                                             (…………/4) 
 

         (back - than - has - had - marine) 
 

Yesterday, I went with my family to the aquarium. We saw many…………… 
animals. I liked the whale it is the biggest marine animal. The crab is the 
smallest. The whale isn’t faster …………… the dolphin. The octopus…………. 
eight legs; it is bigger than the eel. I ate sandwiches and popcorn. My sister drank 
orange juice. We went ……………..home at seven o’clock. 
 
4) Look at the pictures and write a questions and its answer:      (…………/4) 

                                                                                                    
………………………………………….?          ………………………………………..? 
………………………………………….            …………………………………………. 
 
5) Punctuate the following:                                                                                  (…………/2) 
 
  i don t like to go to Giza zoo  
 
 
 
 
 



Time for English “Activity” “5/3”       (A)     Nam e:………………………… 
 

1) Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:                (…………/5) 
 

1) worry - hurt - cycle - easy                                     (…………………..) 
2) paper - string - sing - sticker                                 (…………………..) 
3) moose - cow - house - horse                                 (…………………..) 
4) garden - guess - grass - cards                                (…………………..) 
5) peas - wood - noodle - cookie                               (…………………..) 
 
2) Choose the right answer:                                                              (…………/5) 
1) Yasser doesn’t (wants - wanted - want - wanting) to go sailing. 
2) I’ll (showing - show - wash - watch) you how to make the kite.    
3) The octopus (is - have - has - had) eight legs.    
4) What does Hany (like - likes - liking - liked) to do?   
5) Aw! The monkey’s (leave - scary - going - run) away.    
 

3) Fill in the gabs with these words:                                             (…………/4) 
 

         (other - laughed - another - beach - were) 
 

Last Friday, Mona and Kareem played a volleyball game on the ……………... 
They played in the morning. The ……………… team won the game. Mona and 
Kareem ……………. sad, but they congratulated them. Then Mona wanted to 
play again. She said that she and Kareem will win the game. The other team 
……………….. and said that they will see.  
 
4) Look at the pictures and write a questions and its answer:      (…………/4) 

                                                                                                                               
………………………………………….?          ………………………………………..? 
………………………………………….            …………………………………………. 
 
5) Punctuate the following:                                                                                  (…………/2) 
 
  is mona taller than huda 
 
 
 
 
 



Time for English “Activity” “5/3”       (B)     Nam e:………………………… 
 

1) Circle the odd word and replace it with a correct one:                (…………/5) 
 

1) music - skate - shut - put                                   (…………………..) 
2) hurt - hard - paint - build                                   (…………………..) 
3) cute - good - garden - great                               (…………………..) 
4) string - straight - paper - gown                          (…………………..) 
5) took - cook - look - play                                    (…………………..) 
 
2) Choose the right answer:                                                              (…………/5) 
1) (Does - Are - Do - Were) Samy want to make a kite?         
2) Kareem’ll (take - make - bake - made) a video tomorrow.    
3) Yesterday, We (listen - listened - go - play) to music.    
4) Which shirt (is - does - are - do) Tamer want?   
5) Make up your (mend - meat - met - mind), Please. 
 

3) Fill in the gabs with these words:                                             (…………/4) 
 

         (there - laughed - like - liked - with) 
 

Yesterday was Sunday. I went to a Safari Park ………… my family. We went 
there by bus. We went ……………. at eight o’clock in the morning. I saw many 
animals. I liked the monkeys. My sister didn’t …………. them, she was scared. 
My father and I ………….. at her. She liked the giraffes. The giraffes are the 
tallest animals. But the cheetahs are the fastest. The elephants are bigger than the 
lions. 
 
4) Look at the pictures and write a questions and its answer:      (…………/4) 

                                                                                                              
………………………………………….?          ………………………………………..? 
………………………………………….            …………………………………………. 
 
5) Punctuate the following:                                                                                  (…………/2) 
 
     we don t go to school on fridays  
 
 
 


